DEDICATION
This book, and our ABD community,
is dedicated to YOU, along with
YOUR dreams for a better world…
To all those who know and love,
enough to dream…

FORWARD
There’s a Dilbert cartoon that goes along the lines of “We can't beat ‘em on price. We
can’t beat ‘em on quality, or service. That only leaves fraud, and from now on that will
be known as marketing”.
Do you ever wonder why there is so much ‘stuff’ out there that you feel that you must
have? You buy it and you still feel empty...

On the other hand, you know that your friend Bill, Chris or Julie has an amazing product
or message that you know holds REAL value, but it seems impossible to compete with
all the loud ‘marketing’ voices.
Maybe…
Maybe your friend referred to above is actually YOU? Maybe you have an amazing
message you wish to share, or a product you want to get out in the marketplace but the
competition is so fierce, that it has just remained an unfulfilled dream.
Maybe you have noticed that the model only really works for those who have already
‘made it big’, plus a small handful that somehow manage to join the ‘successful’ club?
Maybe you have gone further and bought some ‘amazing training’ from a number of
‘marketing gurus’, but you still cannot get ‘the system’ to work for you.
Maybe nothing you have learned feels right to you. You don't like manipulating the
customer... You know what you offer will make a real difference to the right
person… In fact, you know that what you would like to offer would truly serve many
people. You KNOW that your customers are out there...
Maybe you don't really want to learn about marketing? Maybe you like the old premarketing model where you set up your stall amongst a number of others, and the
customer would walk around, able to hear him or herself think…
Maybe you don't even want to ‘sell’ what you want to offer, you simply wish to share
your wisdom, but you are beginning to believe that it may cost you thousands of dollars
to just find the small audience you are searching for.
Well, you are not alone.
Whilst traditional advertisers are getting more clever (or at least they think so) with
their latest follow-me ads, saturation advertising, and other ideas, they are not yet
noticing the growing number of people who are saying ‘enough’!
Do YOU like turning on the television and seeing 20 ads for things you have no interest
in? Do YOU like opening a web page and being confronted by 5, 10, 20 or even 50 ads?
Do you like being told that you will be second best if you don't buy ‘x’, or you will miss
the chance forever if you don’t buy ‘y’ TODAY!!!
Maybe you would prefer to be able to hear yourself think… Maybe you would like your
customers to be able to hear themselves think too, so that when they find YOU they’ll
KNOW if they’ve found who they are searching for.

Maybe your vision is more in line with the 7 Graces:

Well, through our own journeys, the founders of The ABD came to the same
conclusions...
In our community, we summarise all of the above in one quote:

This is YOUR journey – we’ve created this guide as a roadmap to our community.
There’s a lot of information here, and we invite you to skim read… or to dip in and out
of sections that interest you at this point on your journey…
Finding the Missing Pieces…
The ABD’s primary aim is to help find the ‘missing pieces’… The pieces that may be
preventing your dream from reaching its full potential…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You may have a product or service ready to share with the world…
Or you may simply wish to share a passion…
Or you may be looking for an authentic service provider…
Or you may not even be sure what you are searching for.
You may have a large part of your infrastructure in place…
Or you may have none of it yet…
Or you may have no wish at all to build your own infrastructure…
You may simply wish to focus on getting your message ‘out there’.

Whatever your missing pieces are, that’s where the ABD and the ABD community are
here to help. There are many ways we’ve created to assist you with this.
The ABD is a supportive collaborative community, with aims that include helping you
find and move forward on YOUR journey, according to YOUR time-lines… As well as
helping you to find the support and the mentors you may be searching for to help you
along the way.
As YOUR own community grows, the aim of the ABD is to help you with your ‘missing
pieces’. It is very difficult to be everything to everybody, and each of your followers will
be on their own personal journey. Your core offerings may be ½ a dozen services, or
one or two products. Another aim of the ABD is to help your followers to find the
missing resources they need, to help complete their own vision…
Your vision may or may not include a successful business. You may simply wish to share
your wisdom and inspiration, and your joy and enthusiasm...
We all have value to share. YOU have value to share...
Everyone is welcome in the ABD. And this includes you!!

We invite you to take a look at the Table of Contents below, to find where you want to
begin….
And remember…

The ABD – Dreamers’ Guide
Act on your Beliefs… Believe in your Dreams…
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Introduction

Introduction
The ABD (Authentic Business Directory) began with a ‘dream’. A dream of a world where
everyone matters… A dream where YOU matter!
A dream where everyone works together to create so much more than we could create
individually…

The ABC’s of the ABD
It’s still early days in the ABD. And we’re looking closely at our ABD “building blocks” – that are
aligned with the natural, organic principles of life on planet Earth… A community of likeminded, heart-centered people, who are wanting to participate in co-creating a better world…

ABD Building Blocks

We’re a community committed to supporting you with your dreams, on your journey… however
you see and want that support. Unlike many communities, we’re neither about following a
leader (unless that leader for you, is you)… nor about marketing/trying to sell you something
you neither need nor want: We’re an advertising-free zone.
If you want to check us out, and find out how to become part of an amazing community of
people who simply want to support you in sharing your passion, or in making a difference in the
world… in your own timing, and however you feel comfortable… come on in, and take a look…

So, What is the ABD?
The ABD is…
A sanctuary away from traditional marketing ‘noise’, where you can follow YOUR journey, in
YOUR own time…
A place where you’ll find:
Community & Camaraderie
Communication & Connexion
Collaboration & Cooperation
And… Celebration!!!
You’ll also find:
• the more you get involved, the more you benefit…
• other community members who have no expectations of you, but are enthusiastic to
help you on YOUR journey…
• a receiving and sharing community…

Who’s It For?
The ABD is for everyone… Everyone with a dream:
• You may simply love what you do and wish to spread the joy…
• You may simply ‘feel’ there is something ‘wrong’ with the world…
• You may spend your life ‘putting the world to rights’…

•
•

You may have a clear vision or passion you wish to share…
Or you may already have an authentic business where you wish to truly serve your
customers…

What If You Don’t Have a Business or Vision?
No problem! When we say “Business”, we mean “what you make it your business to do”…
The ABD welcomes you, no matter where you are on your journey.
We encourage you to start by claiming your page in the Authentic Business Directory… to be
part of a community where you and your dreams MATTER!
You’ll find areas to inspire you, to relax, to celebrate changes in your life, a chance to look
for other like-mindeds… community chat rooms, a virtual pub… All designed to support you in
different ways so you can find those that work for you… And to contribute your gifts and skills
to others who are waiting to be inspired by your dream…

How the
ABD Can
Support
YOU…

How the ABD Can Support You
The Whys of the ABD…
The ABD has two main purposes…
1. To help build or grow YOUR community for YOUR dream.
2. To help grow a single community where we can all help one another.
The ABD community helps you to…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find what truly matters to you…
Meet and hang out with like-minded people…
Share your passions and your ‘gifts’…
Find buddies, collaborators, mentors and customers…
Feel inspired…
Find missing skills and ‘tools’…
Take action…
Take one step at a time…
Follow YOUR timetable…
Recognise and celebrate your successes…
Truly serve your ‘customers’, whether or not a financial transaction is involved…

The How’s of the ABD…
The ABD aims to support you in so many ways…
The old way of ‘selling’:
Buy my stuff…
BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF!

BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF!!

BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF!!!

******BUY MY STUFF !!!!!!******

Everyone is trying to shout louder than everyone else… Traditional advertising is aimed
at putting the buyer in a position subordinate to the seller. The seller may genuinely be
aiming to serve, but you are still responding to their goals… their timetable… and their
desire for you to buy their stuff!!
How is the ABD different from other online communities?
Like other communities the ABD provides you with the opportunity to find new likeminded friends, who truly ‘get’ you and your vision.
Beyond this (although it’s a worn out cliché) the ABD is different!
Sharing, Not Selling…
We don’t sell our products and services…
So what do we do? We prefer a new model.
The Old ‘Give and Take’ Model
This model comes out of the world as seen through the eyes of something now
becoming recognized as “separation consciousness”… along with constructs like
“rugged individualism”… which we’ve been led to believe is somehow better, healthier
and more desirable than so-called “primitive” cultures that value affiliation and group
cooperation…
But it’s also what comes of fear-based scarcity ways of viewing the world – “I” don’t
have enough, so I’m going to find and take what ‘I’ deserve”… This separated, me-first
view of the world has resulted in stealing from the future of our children and the planet;
in wars based on not respecting our differences… and creating ecological disasters from
processes like clear cutting forests, strip mining, fracking, genetically modifying our
foods, and other “big business” practices that are based on greed and taking more,
more, MORE, without considering the long term consequences.
All because the ‘give and take’ model is fueled by fears of “not enough” for me and
mine, so I’d better grab as much as I can, while I can. It’s survival thinking at its worst.

The New ‘Receive and Share’ Model
In stark contrast, ‘receive and share’ puts us back in connection with Nature and each
other. It assumes inter-connectedness. And balance between the receptive creative

principle of the feminine energy, which receives… along with the co-creative expansive
masculine energies of sharing.
It’s like breathing – first the in-breath, to receive… and then the out-breath to share, or
give-back. Like the ocean waves, flowing infinitely, in… and out… in receptivity to the
pull of the far away moon… receiving is based on inter-connection with patterns of
natural law, which are evident everywhere around us in Nature – cycles of life, in day
and night – sun rises and sun sets… in seasons… Including in animals that hibernate… or
fly south for the winter and north for the summer… And in humans in our daily life biorhythms of waking and sleeping…
These natural cycles of ebbing and flowing, of receiving and sharing, are
everywhere. They’re what’s natural, what comes of realizing we humans are all also
part of Nature – intrinsically, unavoidably inter-connected…
Within this understanding is the realization that we’re one big community, where ‘the
butterfly effect’ of one butterfly flapping its wings in one part of the world, influences
weather patterns across the world. Where abundance means enough for all…. And
where what we each do, and how we each receive and share truly matters…
In recognizing this, and honoring our essential inter-connectedness, the ABD
community takes a stand – for developing a model of community that’s based on
receiving and sharing, rather than giving and taking.
One that recognizes the gifts that we each have to offer, within cooperation rather than
competition with each other… in celebration of our differences and our uniqueness.
One that’s based on ‘enough-ness’ – that there’s enough for all of us, if we can only
learn to receive and share… heart-centric rather than ego-centric. That
means everyone matters. And is welcome.

Advertising-free Zone –
The ABD is YOUR community, where we aim to avoid distracting you with advertising!
Within the ABD, the aim is to create a connexion first, between the client and the
service provider, so that the buying process feels mutually beneficial…

Social Proof
Know, Like and Trust –
One of the greatest challenges of creating a new business these days is to get our
potential customers to ‘know, like and trust’ us.
Many traditional marketing techniques are beginning to die, from overuse and
desensitization. Trust has been so devastated by desperate marketers, that it’s almost
impossible to be heard by our potential customers. Everyone has become so cynical!
To this end, The-ABD aims to become a thoroughly trusted platform. If you have a page
in the ABD and your reviews say you can be trusted, then you can be trusted!
YOUR part is to provide as much relevant information on your page to get potential
customers and collaborators to ‘know‘ you.
This finally leaves it up to THEM, whether they ‘like’ what they read and how they’ve
experienced your service!

5 Star Rating System
We have a 5 star rating system for each person in the Directory, which was originally
based on the eBay model. This allows each person to provide honest feedback about
their experiences… and for others to see this feedback and consider it, when choosing
to connect with someone. This becomes an important part of social proof.
Video tutorial - You may find this video useful: “Explain the ‘Star Rating’ system” – You
can find it here: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/faq/

Further details about the star rating system can be found at http://resources.authenticbusinessdirectory.com/spread-the-word/the-abdintroduction-14-autoresponders/5-of-14-social-proof/
Understanding the Star Breakdown:
5 Stars…Authentic!
You adore them, you’ve connected to their passion, and truly feel they want the
absolute best for you.
4 Stars… Would Recommend
You’ve had a good experience from your interaction, and would happily
recommend them to others, but you’re not sure whether they truly ‘get’ YOU!
3 Stars… Undecided
Err… This means you’re undecided!
2 Stars… Wouldn’t Recommend
You don’t feel that they served you in any way, and you feel they may not be
aware of how to truly serve others…
1 Star… Keep Away!
Nothing more to add!
What someone else’s rating means to you…
o A high rating - This means there’s a fair chance that they truly care about serving
YOU. If they appear to be a ‘good fit’, it may be time to make contact, or
consider purchasing their offered products and services!
o A low rating - Avoid! Mmm… Or maybe not? Maybe you can help them in some
way? Many of us have lived in ‘fear’ for so long, that we each have developed
different ways of surviving in this world. They may simply need nurturing,
supporting, and someone to reflect the experience they receive. Maybe this is
the type of service you wish to offer?
On the other hand, be prepared for the answer to be to “keep away”!

Other Differences in the ABD Community…
Using the receiving and sharing model, the ABD has a number of unique ways to “share
rather than sell”…

Inspiration Area
This is one of our favourite areas within the ABD, and we believe it’s one of the areas
that makes the ABD truly ‘different’.
Again, in traditional advertising, the aim is to put the buyer in a position subordinate to
the seller. The seller may genuinely be aiming to serve, but you are still responding
to their goals, their timetable and their desire for you to buy their stuff!
Within the ABD, the aim is to create the connexion first, so that the buying process feels
mutually beneficial… We love creating win-win situations… where your needs as a
reader/viewer, and what you’re looking for, are front and center.
YOU, as the reader or viewer…
Almost every one of us, at times, feels ‘stuck’, ‘lost’, or ‘at a crossroads’. These are the
times we may find ourselves searching for inspiration… for an inspiring thought, or
image… Or for something someone else has done or found, that also resonates with us,
and helps us get unstuck… to take inspired action… and move our own dream forward
another step.
That’s why we created the Inspiration center. It’s a place where you can either…
1. Click on one of the boxes labelled: ‘Images’, ‘Videos’, or ‘Words’… or,
2. Search for your own choice of word or phrase in the search box beneath…
3. The page you now see has been designed for you to see a number of inspiring
words and images. Hopefully one will draw your curiosity. After reading,
watching or looking, you can then carry out another search… Or, follow the link
to the person’s page, to see if they may have more of what you’re looking for…
taking action toward your own dream!!

You as the Contributor/Inspirer…
Have you created a video, or a piece of artwork, or taken a photo, or written an article
that you feel is truly inspiring? Equally have you discovered a video, image or an article
created by someone else that we can link to, that truly sings YOUR heart’s song?
Do you feel these may sing to the heart of those you are trying to connect
with? Potential collaborators or customers, maybe?
We invite you to place an inspirational video, image, thought or article in the Inspiration
area… Something that truly sings to your heart. Then place a link back to your ABD
Listing Page.
When someone searching for inspiration is inspired by what you’ve posted, they can
head straight back to your Listing Page. Already, via your shared inspiration, you’ll have
a strong heart connexion. They can now investigate to see if they wish to engage
further with what you offer…

Inspiration How-To’s…
If you are ready to post, you can do so
here: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/inspiration-form/
If you want helpful guidelines, you can find them here:
http://resources.authenticbusinessdirectory.com/spread-the-word/the-abdintroduction-14-autoresponders/6-of-14-inspiration/

Relaxation Area
In addition to the inspiration area, the relaxation area of the ABD is another one of
our favourites…that makes the ABD truly ‘different’.
Noise!!
The world is increasingly becoming a ‘noisier’ place. Everywhere you look someone is
advertising, and trying to ‘sell’ you something. TV, radio, newspapers, magazines,
billboards, and almost EVERY page on the internet!
Social media sites recognise the value in this and it is almost impossible to find a page
where every small space is not filled with yet another ad…
BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF…BUY MY
STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY
MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY
MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY
MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… YOU BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF…
BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF…
BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF… BUY MY STUFF…
Did you see “YOU” in the middle of all the ‘noise’ above?
Looking for a sanctuary?

Is it time to find a ‘sanctuary’? Time to find a place where you can ‘hear yourself
think’? A place where YOUR dreams and passions are more important than those of a
thousand marketers?
YOU, as a reader or viewer…
There is so much advertising ‘noise’ outside of the ABD that you may be keen, or even
desperate, to find an escape from this.
The ABD Relaxation Center, as yet another of the many ways of ‘sharing not selling’,
provides another sanctuary from all the noise!!!
YOU, as a contributor…
Have you created a video, a piece of music, a piece of artwork, or taken a photo that
you feel is truly relaxing? Something that truly sings in your heart. Do you feel how this
may also sing to the heart of those you are trying to connect with… to share with… to
serve? New friends…potential collaborators… or customers, maybe? We invite you to
place a relaxing video, image, thought or article in the Relaxation area. Then place a
link back to your ABD listing page.
When someone looking for relaxation is ‘moved’ by what you have posted, they can
head straight over to your page, if they wish. You’ll already have a strong heart
connection. They can now investigate to see if they wish to engage further…
Which do you choose?
We are inviting you to only post content that truly reflects your vision, or your message
in some way. That said, please feel free to post as often as you like! If you are ready to
post, you can add it here:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/relaxation-form/
The ABD Relaxation Area How-To’s…
http://relaxation.authenticbusinessdirectory.com/

1. Either click on one of the boxes labelled: ‘Images’, ‘Videos’, or ‘Words’…
2. OR search for your own choice of word or phrase in the search box
beneath…

The page has been designed for you to see a number of relaxation possibilities.
Hopefully one will attract your curiosity. After reading, watching or looking, you could
then carry out another search…
Or, better still, maybe you’ll be ready to take action. Check out the link to the person’s
page, to see if they have the resource you need, to support you in taking your next
step…
The aim is to be relaxed and ready to take action… In the ABD, we really believe in the
Learn-Do-Learn-Do model – you learn about your next step forward… then you practice
that… then learn about your next step… and then do that! The Learn-Do model helps
you stay focused on what YOU need to learn next, one step at a time. This helps you
avoid overwhelm.
If you’re ready to post, you can find the form
here: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/relaxation-form/
For guidelines on filling it out, please check
here: http://resources.authenticbusinessdirectory.com/spread-the-word/the-abdintroduction-14-autoresponders/1-of-7-relaxation/

Celebration Area –

Or, to put it another way…

YOU and YOUR Dream Are Worth Celebrating!

Celebration is arguably the most important part of your journey of following your
dream.

Celebrating You!
We encourage you to celebrate at every opportunity!
Celebrating your own successes, no matter how small a step they represent on your
journey, feels great!
Celebrations also carry the added benefit of inspiring others forward on their journey…
You never know who else your Celebrations may inspire! But in the ABD, you just might
find out – your celebration has a link that goes back to your listing page too, so others
who your celebration has inspired, can contact you if they choose, to find out more.
Again, this is another way of “sharing not selling”…

Celebrating Others
We also encourage you to celebrate others! This too, feels amazing to all involved, and
is part of developing a sense of community and connections.
If you’re ready to post, you can find the form
here: http://celebration.authenticbusinessdirectory.com/

Shared Resources –

Together we are contributing to creating the largest ‘Rolodex’ of information, tools and
lessons learned. Why does this matter? How can this help you?
You have a dream…
You are prepared to put aside your reservations, and believe that your dream may
actually be possible…
You are prepared to take action…
Now the ‘fun’ begins!

Where do you start?
 Maybe you need to allow yourself to ‘show up in the world’, and share your
dream!
 Maybe you want your dream to provide you with a part time income…
 Or a full time one…
 Maybe you need to become clear on your specific mission…
 Maybe you need to create our own products…
 Or services…
 Maybe you want to sell other people’s products or services…
 Maybe you need your own website?
 How about a domain name? Web-hosting?
 And what about a header? Or branding?
 Maybe you need people to come to visit your website!!!
 Maybe you need to learn about marketing
 How about social media?
 Or SEO, keywords and meta-tags?
 How about solo ads?
 Or social media ads…
 Or Google ads…
 How do you get someone to ‘know, like and trust’ you?
 What ‘freebie’ should you give away?
 Should you put a webinar or tele-series together?
 How do you put a webinar or tele-series together?
 How do you build squeeze pages and sales pages?
 What makes a good squeeze page or sales page?
 What is this ‘funnel’ thing you keep hearing about?
 Should you actually be advertising Offline, rather than Online?!!
 Maybe you need training?
 Whose training should you purchase?
 Who can you trust?
 Are they actually more of an expert at selling? Or are they actually going to
provide you something of real value?
 Have you already been let down?
 More than once?
Arrrgh!! Overwhelm!

Once you allow yourself to believe in your dream, and start to take action, you can soon
become overwhelmed…

 You realise there are an enormous number of elements that you have to bring
together…
 You also realise that you require many skillsets that you know so little about…
 You choose to start somewhere. A clever marketer says: ’Buy my product and I
will tell you all you need to know’. He or she then tries to sell you a load more
products through his joint venture partners.
 After a while, you come up for a breather and realise you have spent $2000 or
$10,000… and haven’t really moved forward at all!
 You may have a number of good ideas, and some useful clarity, but you are
probably still wondering how to manifest YOUR dream!
 You may even be totally confused about whether you are even following the
‘correct’ dream!

So how does the ABD support your dream?

The ABD Resource Centre
Introduction
The Resource Center is the heart of the ABD community – it has various areas, all with
valuable ideas and strategies…
Everyone brings something of value. We’ve all learned some valuable lessons ‘along the
way’. We all have some of the puzzle pieces which may be missing for others...
If there was a simple way to share what we have each learned, we could save each
other the pain of learning the same lessons the hard way!

Better still, if you have learned ‘valuable information’ and share parts of this, it can help
the reader see that you may be the one supplier or partner they were looking for! You
may be the one person that can move them forward in the next part of their dream.
YOU, as the reader or viewer…
The primary aim of the Resource Centre, along with the rest of the ABD is to keep YOU
in charge of YOUR dream. You will be able to follow logical and heart based processes
to create your specific vision.
(You will not be distracted by ads shouting ‘buy me – I’m wonderful, and exactly what
you need… And if you don’t buy me today, you’ll miss your chance for ever…’)
We encourage you to make the most of all the possibilities above. In most cases the
resource will point back to the contributor. If you like the resource, you may find they
are the buddy, mentor, supplier or partner you are searching for!
YOU, as a contributor…
We encourage you to contribute wherever you can. In most cases your contribution will
point back toward YOUR listing page. This is another great way for people to get to
know the quality of what you offer!
*NB* We encourage you to provide feedback anywhere that you feel we can improve
the ABD, or where the ABD can provide your vision or dream with further
support…including in the Resource Center areas…

Resource Center Areas…
There are three areas to the Resource Center –

1.
2.
3.

Collaboration
Sharing Center – a) Free Resources; b) Lessons Learned;
Spread the Word

1. Collaboration
Working together… Some of our most valuable experiences in life come through our
interactions with others. Many of these have a specific objective of creating mutual
benefit…
Every one of these interactions could be considered a series of transactions made up of
receiving and sharing…
Receiving makes us feel validated, (recognition for who we are); and sharing makes us
feel valued, (our contribution matters). Together these provide an ultimate sense of
belonging… which is a truly fundamental human need…
In this area, you’ll find our
•
•
•

Skype Greeting Meetings (to help new ABD’ers feel warmly welcomed, have a
chance to meet some other ABD’ers and get questions answered),
ABD Facebook Group
Skype groups, for ongoing meetings like our weekly Steering Crew meetings
(that look at moving the ABD dream forward),

You are welcome to attend any and all…
Buddying…
The ABD offers you many different opportunities to find a ‘buddy’. A buddy to keep you
on track with your dream. You may ‘meet’ them through something that either you or
they have posted, either on their Page or elsewhere on the site. If these avenues don’t
help you find who you’re searching for, we aim to also create a dedicated area for
anyone searching for a ‘buddy’.
There are various types of buddy you may be searching for and we aim to create a space
for each type…

• Orientation Buddies
There will be an opportunity for an existing ABD community member to ‘hold the hand’
of a new member, until the new member learns how the various aspects of ABD fits
together.
• Accountability Buddy.
You may be looking for an accountability buddy. Someone that you arrange to chat
with regularly for reflection and goal setting.
• Mentoring
Maybe you are searching for someone to mentor YOU….
Or maybe you are searching for someone for YOU to mentor… Maybe someone who
can help you develop your sharing skills!
• Mutual Mentoring
This can be a truly awesome form of mentoring! It is where you pair up with someone
who is strong in an area where you are less so, and you are strong in an area where they
would appreciate assistance…
Maybe one of you has greater technical skills, and the other has better writing skills, for
example…
If you share a similar passion or vision, you may ultimately choose to become business
partners!
• Buddy Groups
Maybe you would find value in a small ‘buddy group’. Between you, you could arrange a
regular meeting. If everyone cannot make it on a particular week, the others can still be
there! These buddy groups are usually arranged on a ’round table’ basis where support
is mutual between all the members of the group.
• Find and follow a ‘leader’!
An experienced leader may wish to set up a paid support group. You may be able to
find these people here too…
• Joint ventures
This e-book is the ABD’s first community joint venture. We look forward to many more.
There are also opportunities for individuals in the ABD to get together to create their
own joint ventures. It’s easier to do this, once you know what everyone in the
community is up to… then, you find who you want to joint venture with. This is where
your Listing Page is designed to help… along with all the other areas in the ABD.
It’s all about helping you build your community.

Shared Tools
For those of you looking to develop a business, we can help reduce your costs by
sharing tools… such as conferencing software and auto responders, and making your
learning curve shorter and easier – by providing you with training and practise
opportunities related to these tools.
Thus, the apparently impossible becomes possible…

The Test Drive Center
As mentioned above, this is another unique part of our community. Let’s say you have
a new product or service you want to offer. But since it’s brand new, you’re not sure
how well it will be received, or if there are further “tweaks” that could improve either
your content or your presentation of it.
The Test Drive Center provides just that – a place where you can trial it, and use the
unique, highly supportive feedback model we offer.
If you’re the “Test Driver”, other people get to know you and the product or service you
offer – this could lead some to check out your listing page, and you may end up with
some new customers/clients/friends/collaborators/ joint venture partners etc.
If you volunteer to give feedback, others will also get to know you a bit, and from this
too you may end up with some new customers/clients/friends/collaborators/ joint
venture partners etc.
We also have: Skype single Topic Discussion groups - determined by each person’s
interests and dream. For example currently these include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly meditations offered by an ABD’er
Press Releases
Workshops & Masterminds, Interviews & Webinars
Facebook Advertising
Blogging
Crowd-funding
The Test Drive centre
The Book of Dreams (This alone is an awesome reason to want to be active in
the ABD)
And more, depending on YOUR interests!!

2. a) Sharing Center – Free Resources

This area has many free resources that community members have found, instead of
using similar resources that cost money – this saves us all money, and time looking for
free alternatives. Some current examples include Jing, Last Pass, Gimp, and Open
Office.
2. b) Sharing Center – Lessons Learned
We’ve each experienced lessons that can be useful for others – this area provides an
opportunity to share y/our skills and passions. It’s another way that others can
recognize your skills, and dream… and head on over to your listing page, to see if there
are services you offer that they’re looking for.

3 Spread the Word
This aspect of the Resource Center is a growing portfolio of information encouraging
others to take a look around the ABD, and maybe claim their page!
Think of the Authentic Business Directory as a departmental store where YOU have your
own area of floor space… You can spread the word about the store to anyone! They
may buy from you or from someone else, but together we can serve almost anyone’s
needs!
The larger the community, the more people will get to hear about your ‘store’!
Working together in this way will save you a lot of money over other forms of
advertising, where you have to find people looking specifically for what YOU are
offering.
This is even more important when you are simply following your passions and dreams
and may not actually have any products or services to sell…
You’ll find more information on this, under How You Can Help the ABD.
Potentially the greatest advantage of the ABD?

The ABD is designed to support you and your vision as an individual, whilst also
providing you the support structure which usually can only be found within a large
group or business.
By joining forces and supporting each other, we will have the equivalent of a large store
where a potential customer has access to the widest range of products and services.
This means that although YOU may only serve a particular niche, together we can
promote the ABD to ‘everyone’. YOU may introduce one person who buys products and
services from other suppliers within the directory, and others may introduce someone
who becomes YOUR customer.
Using this method we will not waste advertising budgets by competing with each other,
and almost everyone is likely to find something of value within the directory!

The Authentic Shop
The Authentic Shop has 2 areas at this time:
1) Community Shop
2) 3rd Party Recommended products
1) Community Shop –
For those who have either a paid product or a service to offer, the aim in the Authentic
Shop, is to provide an area where you can present any product or service you wish to
list for sale.
These are presented for the benefit of the customer. Everyone’s products and services
are listed together, and will be searchable by type, geographical location, and so on.
If someone is interested in what you’re offering, they can head over to your page to
learn more about you.
The ‘shop’ includes product reviews, for both your products and services, as well as
recommended 3rd party products…

2) 3rd Party Recommended products –
In this area you’ll find ABD’ers who have used other products that we’re wanting to
recommend for community members.
And, there are a number of mainstream online shops and services that many of us like
to use. Where they have an affiliate scheme, we add them in a dedicated area.
We’re not claiming to recommend any of the products, but if you’re going to buy from
them anyway, it helps if you purchase them through the ABD community. In this way a
small commission can go toward the running of the ABD community’s platform.

Other Community Hang-outs
Virtual Pub
Within our Skype community, we have a virtual Pub… where we can go anytime to hang
out with others in a more relaxed way. This can be a great place to meet others, share
interests, pick up new bits of information, ask questions and get answers. Plus, it’s a lot
of fun in there!!! (Just like in a “real” pub… only arguably better – no nasty morningafters, and no worries about the calories!!! )
The ABD Facebook Group
Although eventually we plan to have our own social media area within the ABD, in the
interim, when our membership has not yet grown large enough to make it viable to do
so, we have a Facebook group page.
This is another place to brainstorm thoughts and ideas, and to showcase specific
aspects of your vision… For example, trialing new aspects, sales pages, webinars,
squeeze pages… anything new where you’re looking for feedback.
It’s also a place to hear about some of the updates in the ABD, including reminders
about upcoming meetings and events.

And, occasionally, ABD’ers post about inspiring messages they’ve found, sometimes
with photos.
The Facebook group page is not a place to promote finished products – although it is a
place where you can share about a new product or service, with a link to the
appropriate area in the ABD Resource Center.

How
You Can
Support
The ABD…

How You Can Support The ABD
And within the receiving and sharing model we use in the ABD, for balanced living, we’ll
now look at:
How can you share/contribute?
There are many, many ways you can help us build and contribute to the richness that
our community offers. These generally fall within two overarching categories: 1) time
and 2) abundance/money.
Contribution…
Every one of us is in a different position in life, with different skills and abilities, time
and finances….
We all have something valuable that we can share… It may be a particular skill set, or a
particular lesson learned. It may be support… it may be time… or it may be money. It
may simply be enthusiasm and a joy for life. Or it may be a combination of some or all
of these…
We may have the one piece that completes someone else’s dream, or they may have
the one piece that completes ours.
This area is where we can share ways of working together for mutual benefit. This
includes masterminds, physical get-togethers, tele-summits, joint ventures, interviews
and so on. As well as…

1) Contribute your time
•

First and foremost, if you haven’t yet, then claim your listing page!!
And remember, perfection is not required. You can start with your name, your
image and a couple of words about your passion and dreams… Already people,
and even potential customers, will be able to find you!

It takes less than 10 minutes to complete the basic essentials in part A.
Remember to review the instructions at the end of this guidebook – they contain
all the necessary information to make this a quick and easy process!
Beyond these essentials, it’s your page and you can tweak it and transform it as
many times as you like – it’s a reflection of your own ongoing journey – about
what matters to you, and what you’re wanting to share with others.
•

Also, you can help others to claim their page.
We have found that waiting to be perfect is the #1 reason people sometimes
hold back from claiming their page… Once you’ve claimed your page, and know
how easy it is, you can provide hands on support, in the moment, to others if
they need it.

•

Spread the word, and support others spreading the word to others too.
This can involve anything from liking and sharing ABD Facebook posts on your
own timeline, letting others in our group know about what you’ve done – so we
can also all ‘like’ your posts and keep them moving to the top of the Facebook
page – this is another example of the win-win-win that we love so much in the
ABD – when we support you in realizing your dream, and you move it forward
and share about the ABD too, we all win!

•

Celebration, Relaxation, Inspiration and Resource centers…
Please consider adding your contributions to these areas. As well as raising your
own profile in the ABD community, you’ll be supporting others in finding what
they may need to receive in these areas – you may find clients and friends this
way, and others will find you! This all adds energy to the community… and
energy helps us all grow!

•

Deeper levels of involvement –
•

Ideas and Suggestion area
Exactly what it says! We encourage you to consider The ABD as YOUR
community, with near infinite possibilities to support YOUR dream. We
really want to encourage ideas and suggestions, and will invite feedback
from our community members, to see how popular an idea is. It will help
us to prioritise the next items to add in the ABD.

As it grows, you will find even more potential for new opportunities and
collaborations, all based around YOUR timescales!
We encourage you to feedback anywhere that you feel we can improve
the ABD, or where the ABD can provide your vision or dream with further
support.
We intend the ABD to help you locate everything you could need to help
manifest your dream, from inspiration to people to tools.
There are more than 7 billion people on this planet. And each one of us
has our own unique combination of needs to fulfill… and our own unique
combination of gifts to share… and dreams for a better world.
As we start investigating, we soon realise that although each of us has
our own unique combination of needs, many of the individual aspects
overlap. We need inspiration, we need other people, and we need skills
and tools. The ABD aims to be the place you can find these all under ‘one
roof’.

•

Join us in the weekly Wednesdays Steering crew meeting(s). Come to
one, or several, or attend weekly. Find out where our current priorities
are in the community, and see if you can help. A community is only as
strong as its members… we need YOU – in whatever ways sing in your
heart.

•

Check out the “Who’s on First” document in the ABD, and see where you
may be able to help! We have many, many areas where we’re in the
process of growing our community, and your help will be very much
appreciated!!
The “Who’s on First” document link is here http://resources.authenticbusinessdirectory.com/collaboration/whoson-first/

2) Contribute financially
Is it time for you to receive?
You may have financial challenges, or not yet have enough belief in your own dream…
In this case, please feel free to claim your page in the directory, with the love, support
and best wishes of the entire community… Please feel welcome to make use of all the
facilities within the rest of the ABD, and consider other ways that you can contribute.
Is it time for you to share?
We have monthly contributions that support us developing our infrastructure… Don’t
worry… We have set it up so there are many options, depending on your situation.
We’re sure there’s a price point that will feel right to your heart... And whatever you
choose, can be changed when and as you’d like… Whatever you choose, the benefit of a
monthly contribution is that it helps us enormously - to plan ahead and budget… to
develop our infrastructure to better support all of us!
And we have a number of great things in the pipeline that do need paying for!
Your contribution will be helping to build something truly amazing…
Your community… our community... one community...

Funding campaigns These currently include press releases, and webinar software. They’re all found in the
collaboration area of the resource center.

Getting More Involved…
“The more you share, the more you receive”…

Here are some other ways to support y/our community…
To learn more about the ABD, we suggest you:
•

Ask to join the ABD Facebook group which you can
find at https://www.facebook.com/groups/603337543031053/ … where
messages are posted to keep you up-to-date, and where you can ask any
questions you have (and get to see questions others have that you might not
have thought of yet).

•

Ask to be added to the Greeting Meeting Skype group – these are one hour
orientation meetings, that are currently held on a regular basis – The intent of
the Greeting Meetings is to help make it easy and comfortable for you to meet
some of the other people in the ABD. It’s also a great place to bring your
questions… And to have some fun!
To find out the upcoming schedule, head over here:
http://resources.authenticbusinessdirectory.com/collaboration/abdmastermind/greetin-meetin/ …
Where you’re welcome to find one that fits your time schedule and stop by… or
to attend more than one, if you want to meet others, or have additional
opportunities to hear about or to ask questions.

You are Invited!
Sometimes it’s a time to receive… Sometimes a time to share…

We invite you to take into account that the ABD does need income to be able to fully
support your dream, and we will not be receiving income through advertising!
And also consider what you might pay elsewhere to have access to a similarly valuable
community!

Is YOUR community…The ABD… worth $20 or even just $10 a month?
All that said, we simply invite you to take the payment option that truly feels right in
your heart at this time. You are welcome to change it at any time.

Spread the Word
We hope that by now you have a good feeling about the value you can find within the
ABD… A place where you, your collaborators and your customers are able to think… And
where you are supported in finding who and what you really need…
We hope that for this reason alone, you might want to tell your friends about us…

Why else might you want to tell your friends?
The ABD is a collaborative community, so therefore we invite you to consider not only
how your friends’ dreams can be supported by the community, but how they may be
able to help the dreams of others…
They may have a complementary skill set, or be the ‘missing piece’ or a like- minded
soul that may help others’ dreams to grow. Or they may also be a perfect client for
someone else in the community!
Some may call this synchronicity… I might call it watering the seeds of your friends’
dreams…
Within abundance thinking…

Why might you want to tell people that you don’t know well, about the ABD?
Think of the ABD as a departmental store where everyone can have their own stall, or
think of it as a traditional High Street or main street, where everyone can have their
own store…
A sanctuary where there are no loud competing advertisements. A place where the
‘customer’ is able to hear their own thoughts, and feel their own feelings…
Between us we are happy for ‘everyone’ to come and visit. You may not be able to
serve a particular person’s needs, but between us we will be able to serve everyone’s
needs…
You never know the amazing connexions that you may bring about… They could be ‘life
changing’ for someone, or they could even be ‘world changing’, for the benefit of
everyone…

We want to help you to spread the word!
From banners and seals you can put on your own website, to auto responders, to
various ways to claim their page, or join our ‘nudge list’.
We invite you to consider your current friends and contacts. Then send what you feel is
the most appropriate invite!
http://resources.authenticbusinessdirectory.com/welcome/spread-the-word/

What next?
Take Action!
If you have been looking at the ABD ‘from a distance’, we encourage you to take a
closer look…
There are a number of people waiting in the wings…
Come on in, and join in the fun!!!
No one yet has declared their dream is to bite newbies. In fact, the opposite appears to
be the case, with lots of teddy bear hugs!
Get involved and share your personal dream, your passion, your inspiration…
Join in with some of the discussions and start to move your dream to the next level…

To help The ABD move forward, we are looking for…
YOU!
We know you have ways to help the community that will benefit you too…
We would love to find out in what areas you would love to contribute…
In the pipeline…
We have many, many ideas already in the pipeline.
Our only limitations are…
Money and time (a little of each)…
And not knowing YOUR suggestions, ideas and dreams…
The ABD is ready to grow…
Is it time for you to get more involved, and join in the party?
Remember:
By ourselves we can make a difference; together, we can change the world!
Next Steps…
•
•

Claim your Page
Come on out to a Greeting Meeting

•

Ask to be joined into one of our virtual pubs…

And welcome to the ABD community!!

How We
Support
One
Another

The 7 Graces and the ABD – Dancing Together in Collaboration
As you will have noticed by reading thus far, this guide is a wonderful example of our
community collaboration in action…
It started with a number of our members who have been following the 7 Graces for a
while. We love their message!!
When one of us, deb svanefelt, saw the opportunity posted by Callie Carling on the 7
Graces site to help support their launch, she brought the idea to the Steering Crew of
the ABD.
Immediately, there was enthusiastic brainstorming, of how we could all best support
one another.
Whilst other ideas were still germinating, deb volunteered to collate many of the
documents originally written by Ian Sumner for the ABD site, along with some of her
blog posts, into a sort of ABD handbook.
Ian and deb continued to spread the word, and were later supported by Gayle Lee,
Donna May, and Spencer Hodgetts. And then they also spread the word… until over 20
people in our still-small community offered to help…
Our aim is to help spread the word for the 7 Graces, which also in turn helps support
the ABD, while also inspiring you forward on your journey… A true win-win-win!
We all decided the best way for us to share about our passion for community, was for
each of us to share a message about what we love best about working collaboratively…
aligned with the 7 Graces community values… Along with a gift for you from each of us,
that honors and celebrates the values we share in both communities.
Paul Binks was tasked with designing the cover. Something he enjoys doing!
deb also loves taking in-spiriting photos of Nature, and adding inspirational quotes to
them… So, you’ll have seen a number of these throughout the book too!!
Ian and deb then continued to edit the book… pulling it all together along with
organizing our community gifts for you. And Donna, Gayle, Jean, Spencer and Margaret
willingly jumped in to offer last minute, much needed proof-reading, to catch the small
but important corrections needed! With Paul reliably providing all the necessary
technical back-up, throughout the process…

It’s been a massive organizing effort, a true labor of love for all involved… And very
humbling for us at the centre of the ABD, witnessing the honest support,
encouragement and community excitement about this collaborating project.
More than half of our members have enthusiastically contributed, even with short
notice! We are a very active community!
You’ll notice that every contributor is also offering you a gift or series of gifts. We feel
sure you’ll find a number of our offerings personally inspiring, so we encourage you to
read them all… to find what helps you move your own dream forward another step…
Enjoy!
P.S. Can you imagine trying to pull a project like this together individually? (We can’t!)

The 7 Graces

1. CONNECTION – to aspire to unity with Self, people and planet

The 7 Graces
2. INSPIRATION – to give value, express generosity and share

wisdom freely

The 7 Graces

3. INVITATION – to practice openness, engagement, hospitality
and respect

The 7 Graces

4. DIRECTNESS – to embrace simplicity and straightforwardness
in our communication

The 7 Graces

5. TRANSPARENCY – to express who we really are and what we
value most in both personal and professional life

The 7 Graces

6. ABUNDANCE – to aim towards sustainable wealth through
ecological and economic balance

The 7 Graces

7. COLLABORATION – to continually seek ways to create truly
innovative projects together

The ABD

ABD
Community
Gifts
For YOU

In the ABD, we love the win-win-wins of collaborating together. In the spirit of this,
we’d love to offer you the following gifts…

ABD Community Gifts
The ABD model is to stay on YOUR journey and not be overwhelmed by too much
stuff. We invite you to make contact with the individual that’s offering something that
truly sings for you, at this point.
And if you’re interested in other offerings too, we’re sure they’ll still be around when
you’re ready. Unlike the “old marketing paradigm”, there are no false deadlines, and no
need to grab everything now, and use nothing!

So, we encourage you to try out our model of learn-do-learn-do… one step at a
time. Choose a gift that most resonates with you, and try it out. Work with it. When
you’re ready for another step forward, come on back and find another gift that
resonates with you… and try that.
We hope you remember that next time, we’d also love to support YOU in getting your
message out there, simply by writing a few words about what you feel passionate
about!
Enjoy!

deb svanefelt
Hi, I’m deb. I’m a heart-full writer and transformational coach... focused on supporting people with
calling yourself in - into your heart… into full connection with your dream for a better world.
One powerful way we can do this, is to work collaboratively with others developing community. In the
ABD community, Ian Sumner’s quote reflects this deep truth, which brings together what I feel so
passionate about – “By ourselves we can make a difference; together we can change the world”.
The ABD has a refreshing, uncommonly common-sense idea… We all want to be supported on our own
journeys… with what fits for us, rather than what someone else wants to sell us.
Within the ABD, I’ve found new friends and collaborators… new skills that I’ve been able to develop with
support from others… and much greater clarity about my personal commitment to develop and share my
own gifts and dream for a better world... To call myself back into my heart… One do-able step at a time.
I’m committed to helping the ABD grow… It’s a gorgeous microcosm of how we can all help save our
beautiful blue-green planet, by balancing the sacred feminine and masculine energies in each of us, to
support restoring our planet to health and wellness, by living our heart-dreams and working together
collaboratively, with each other and with the Earth - a true win-win-win.
To further support this, I’m happy to offer to those who resonate with my dream, one of the following –
1) A Guest blog post – on topics related to health and wellness – either personal or ecological – with one
of my nature photos and an inspirational quote, individualized just for you.
2) A ‘Call Yourself In’ Coaching Session – focused on developing your presence and visibility on either your
ABD listing page, or your Elance profile page.
3) A copy of my report – “8 Tips for Finding the Best Freelancer”, for your Job on Elance.
With abundant, juicy blessings,
deb svanefelt
You can find more about deb, and find her free gifts, by heading over to her Listing
Page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/885/deb-svanefelt-2/

Gayle Lee
Hello, my name is Gayle Lee and I run meditations and workshops in art and movement through
meditation. This is a beautiful modality where we journey inside to reconnect to our body to
find the answers we seek to many and varied questions in our life. I look forward to your joining
me.
I have been with the Authentic Business Directory (ABD) for some time now and in that time I
have marvelled at the support and love that has come my way from the community. The ABD
has allowed me to try my wings in meditation and an “art and movement through meditation”
workshop, in a supportive and loving environment, before I took both out into the world and
into my local area.
I found this so valuable that I am now running two local meditation groups during the week, and
an online (Skype) meditation group. I also ran an “art and movement through meditation”
workshop in March and April and will be running another in June. Thank you ABD community, I
am so grateful for your love and support.
I would like to extend to you, my meditation sampler and one workshop as my free gift, either
online or, if you’re geographically local to me, in person.
Sparkly rainbow blessings of love,
Gayle Lee
You can find more about Gayle, and find her free gift, by heading over to her Listing
page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1380/gayle-lee/

Donna May
Story tender and writer that I am, when I think of the ABD, I think of King Arthur and his
Roundtable: A place where all come together, no one greater or more important than the next,
a place of support for each as individuals and as a community.
The ABD is an exciting new model for marketing, support and shared collaboration. Rather than
fight and compete with one another, we come together to pool resources and share our
dreams.
I have found at this virtual round table, a group of genuine, kind, and ethical visionaries,
dreamers and social entrepreneurs who have been there for me as I step bit by bit out of my
techno-phobic self. I have found encouragement, support and true help as I continue with my
dream to bring groups and workshops on dreams, writing, and all things depth psychology, to
an online community.
I have been supported with technical know-how and much-needed (expensive) programs. When
I gave my first online lecture on the Power of Story, several from the ABD community listened in
during the talk, gave great feedback afterwards. This was all shared with genuine love and
caring.
At the ABD, fees to join are self-assessed, no questions asked. How cool is that? Come sign up
and sit at the roundtable with us, sharing your dreams and special skills and offerings. I look
forward to seeing you there!
I’d love to invite to you sign up to my free daily Psyche’s Call Writing Prompts, to deepen and
enrich your relationship with your inner life, via writing.
Donna May
You can find more about Donna, and find her free gift, by heading over to her Page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1392/donna-may/

Anne Poltera
I am 72, a grandmother, an artist, writer of a children’s book. I am not very clever with technical
things and easily feel overwhelmed by the ever growing, ever changing technology of today’s
world and all the social media.
A friend mentioned the ABD Community to me, feeling it would be useful. My first reaction was
to run away, but I started a trial period, and I was immediately able to make contact with
people who listened to me, made me feel welcome and helped me with my technical fears and
offered support and wisdom.
These people were open about where they were coming from, were like me in wanting to use
their skills to increase help and happiness in the world, through their daily contacts and daily
business. They were keen to see the ABD site develop to be useful to this end, and bring
support and encouragement, and not serve merely as a business facility. As you see, it is doing
this.
My e-book gift is called “Awakening At Sixty: A Journey Through Shadows into Sunlight”. I
wrote this just after I finished writing my children’s book. I was just realizing that as an author
you have to be prepared to be seen. I had always hidden behind other people, behind their
opinions. Here for the first time I looked out at the world and said, ‘This is me’. With this book I
put out my hand to hold another’s and say, “Life is challenging but take courage, because it is
also full of miracles and joy”.

You can find more about Anne, and find her free gift, by heading over to her Page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1896/anne-poltera/

Karen Szillat
I have been a part of the ABD since its beginning, and treasure the time and support I receive
from the mastermind groups that I am a part of. Being connected to like-minded people from
across the globe is not only inspiring, but provides me with a resolve and ability to implement
ideas that I have not discovered elsewhere in my journey so far.
I’m an early childhood educator who is passionate about empowering children by teaching
them to be capable problem-solvers, effective communicators, and advocates for themselves,
others and our world.
The result? A more peaceful world for all! By building a strong foundation at an early age,
young children will have the habits and tools to thrive in a world that requires cooperation and
understanding. I partner with parents and teachers to help young children grow wings! By
working together, we all grow more empowered.
I am currently in the process of creating a nonviolence curriculum in partnership with Azim
Khamisa, Founder of the Tariq Khamisa Foundation and President and CEO of the Children’s
Safety Network.
“The 5 Building Blocks to a Peaceful World: A Peacemaking and Problem Solving Program for
Young Children” adapts TKF’s 6 Key Messages to meet the needs of our youngest learners. It is
a peace generating and violence prevention program that is solution-oriented.
I am happy to offer you a free copy of my book, “Empowering the Children: 12 Universal Values
Your Child Must Learn to Succeed in Life (e-book version)”.
Karen Szillat

You can find more about Karen, and find her free gift, by heading over to her Page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/827/karen-szillat/

Lynn Lambrecht
Collaboration is a powerful word, yet the power behind the word is what holds meaning for me.
Collaboration within the ABD is an incredible blend of people from all walks coming together to
create something bigger than each of them individually.
The power of this is staggering, yet simple. Caring about others and dedicating yourself to
providing something of value with and through others is at the core of both collaboration and
the ABD.
Outstanding grief and funeral planning resources exist from multiple resources. Yet, when I
needed a resource to assist me with what I should do for my loved ones in advance or a
resource about what I needed to "do" after the death of a loved one, I had difficulty.
Thus, the eBook I’m offering as a gift to you, was written from my personal experiences, and is
written for those who live or have loved ones in the US. I am currently updating this eBook, the
2nd edition will be available later in 2014.
May you live life fully,
Lynn Lambrecht
You can find more about Lynn, and find her free gift, by heading over to her Listing
page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/888/lynn-lambrecht/

Rhonda Durham
Greetings! I’m a licensed massage therapist and coach in natural solutions for holistic lifestyles.
There’s a dream in this world for a global community of sharing and caring with passion enough
to make a difference. I discovered and joined the ABD in September 2013 because of this
shared dream that is becoming reality and spreading worldwide.
ABD’s paradigm for collaboration and community is a shift long overdue. I wanted a place
where I can “share myself” not “sell myself” and I’ve found that here. The best part is being
Authentic! There’s many sections and resources and I’ve yet to use them all!!
There’s so many things I love about being part of this brilliant group that I can (and do) go on for
hours. We truly cooperate without competing or judging. Knowing I can have a wild idea and
bring it to the ABD where I’m encouraged, and connected with others who think like me, and
think opposite of me, and still be supported!!
ABD members are so helpful and willing to participate on free trials and teaching new skills,
taking a fresh look at old stuff, and transforming my work and me in the process!!
In Gratitude, my free offer is an introductory personal coaching. You can even schedule online
24/7!
Namaste, Rhonda
You can find more about Rhonda, and find her free gift, by heading over to her Listing page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1410/rhonda-durham/

Jean Hamilton Fford
Working collaboratively brings benefits for all who participate. There are not only new ideas,
new friendships, new bonds, new business and new growth; there is also a sense of community,
healing, relief, release, compassion, consideration and love. Yes, collaborating is an act of love...
even in business.
Collaboration is a give and take proposition and I look forward to actively participating and
receiving your active participation as well.
I am offering:
1. “Conversations for Clarity” - up to 2 for you, or anyone on your team who may be interested
in uncovering hidden ideas, potential, processes or wounds that need to be discovered,
identified, clarified and can then be used for moving forward.
2. I hope you will also collaborate with me on something near and dear to my heart... healing
the Earth. I have written an open letter to the planet. You can find the link on my Listing
Page link below.
3. If you’d rather take advantage of changing your perspective through reading, I invite you to
receive a free sample from my book: “PLAY. CREATE. SUCCEED: Radical Thinking for a New
Age”.
Please do take me up on my offer. I look forward to collaborating with you.
Much love, blessings and peace to you!
Jean Hamilton Fford
You can find more about Jean, and find her free gifts, by heading over to her page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1910/jean-hf/

Marvin Hepburn
I really love the ABD model of collaboration and community. In the ABD, I’ve found new friends
and support. For me, connection and collaboration are the way of the future.
These values are also at the center of my coaching work, where I practise a holistic approach to
health and wellness, while looking at how all areas of your life are connected.
Together, I work with clients to create a happy, healthy life, in a way that’s flexible, fun and
rewarding… to reach your health goals in areas such as achieving optimal weight, reducing food
cravings, increasing sleep and maximizing energy…. I help each client develop a completely
personalized “roadmap to health”, to help each client discover a deeper understanding of the
food and lifestyle choices that work best for them.
I’m happy to offer you a free health consult session to see where you are on your health
journey.
You can find more about Marvin, and find his free gift, by heading over to his
page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1232/marvin-hepburn/

Joey Walters
We cannot fulfil our true potential and become leaders of our dreams alone. It wasn’t what life
intended and it’s not actually possible ~ we need each other to become who we really are. I
believe we’re being called to a new level of collaboration, breaking down the boundaries of
competition to find new ways of working together, and supporting one another in living our
dreams, and creating the future we all want to see.
We also need to create new structures to do this. I see the ABD as one of the innovative new
structures that is forming to support this new, co-creative way forward. Having got to know Ian,
Deb and Paul well over the last year, I deeply trust their integrity, their authenticity and the
vision they are tirelessly focused on manifesting for the good of all. I feel very happy and
honored to be a part of this unfolding collaboration.
My own passion is to support women entrepreneurs and social change leaders, to discover their
true calling and step up and into their feminine leadership, so they can bring their unique gifts
and contributions to life, and make the difference they’re here to make.
I’d love to offer 5 free spaces to a free 60 minute ‘Awaken Your Gift’ 1:1 Discovery
Conversation. Together we’ll explore your personal ‘blueprint’ for authentic success and
discover what is needed for you to step into the ‘sweet-spot' of your unique gift and
contribution.
With blessings,
Joey

You can find more about Joey, and find her free gift, by heading over to her Listing
page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1444/joey-walters/

Lure Wishes
I love this beautiful planet. I believe that each of us has a part to play in the transformation that
is so needed here.
I also believe we can do this together - that the more we work together, share resources and
support each other to do the things we are inspired to do, the better off we all are.
I offer a free Sustaining the Heart of Your Work e-book to support you in the work that you do.
It contains guidance and exercises on following the way of the heart to transform your business,
work and life.
Lure Wishes
You can find more about Lure, and find her free gift, by heading over to her
Page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1573/lure-wishes/

Phil Deem
I am glad to learn about the ABD project that Ian and his partner have been developing. It is
timely and welcome. Its values and aims run concurrently with mine and many others looking
to move democracy and society towards more equality of opportunity, in the face of our
institutions and corporations still pursuing autocracies, plutocracies and oligarchies, where the
rewarding of people disproportionately to their contribution is both destabilising and divisive.
ABD and other Social Entrepreneur groups and the exciting emergence of the “sharing
economy” shine light on a new paradigm emerging. ABD is showing leadership in this regard.
I am glad to have registered with this excellent initiative as an individual and as an organisation.
As an individual I am an accredited business advisor, contracted through a local authority and
the innovation centre of the University of Exeter. Every year I see hundreds of people looking to
be supported and inspired in fulfilling their aspirations for self determinism and to utilise their
skills and expertise to start businesses.
My offer to ABD members and its associated organisations, is a free 15 min Skype business
advisory consultation, guaranteed with the signing of non-disclosure agreements if required, to
ensure confidence and discretion.
Additionally 30 days free membership and access to the services offered by my partner
organisation iy, a Business and Personal Growth Community. Members can: Get a free
membership listing, access to a comprehensive range of business and personal growth
resources, receive our weekly newsletter, join our online community forum and attend or
download our coach club events.
Phil Deem

You can find more about Phil, and find his free gifts, by heading over to his
Page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1907/phil-deem/

Spencer Hodgetts
Have you ever met two strangers where the synchronicities in the initial conversation flowed as
freely as the English tea for hours? Well that's what happened last September when my wife & I
met Deb & Ian, from the ABD.
So that's what it's like being part of the ABD, a home to openly discuss ideas and viewpoints
collaboratively.
I'm Spencer Hodgetts, a natural people networker. My passion is to coach local community
groups and online social networks to achieve sustainable visions. So that they may potentially
support their societies to live harmoniously within natural limits.
My first offer is free half hour Skype call to discuss how I may coach your group or network to
your sustainable vision.
My second offer is a copy of my FREE downloadable pdf booklet "Biomimetric Resilience
Inspiring Change" - Discover 3 examples of Resilience in Nature, 1. Variation; 2. Redundancy; 3.
Decentralization. Explore & learn from 3.8 billion years of experience.
Spencer Hodgetts

You can find more about Spencer, and find his free gifts, by heading over to his Page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1584/spencer-b-hodgetts/

John Boudreau
I find the Authentic Business Directory (ABD) to be a community of passionate people who
collaboratively support each other in pursuing their dreams. Most of these dreams have a
purpose in helping make the world a better place. The support and sharing of knowledge and
experiences are instrumental in helping each other reach higher levels of achievement towards
living their purpose.
I believe that working together in a collaborative manner is the most effective way to
successfully achieve our dreams, and ABD is the supportive community to make that happen.
My purpose as a Professional Coach is to help others reach clarity on their own purpose and
passions in business and life. I help people reach "aha moments" of clarity where they feel
renewed, re-energized, and inspired to align to their higher purpose.
I invite you to begin by joining me in a Complimentary Consultation, if you feel that you need to
reach more clarity.
John

You can find more about John, and find his free gift, by heading over to his Page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1688/john-boudreau/

Lis Larsen
Among all the possible communities I chose the ABD Community, for we have travelled together
on a significant learning path as Social and Visionary Entrepreneurs. Our visions support each
other powerfully, and come together in one – we all want to build this planet into a better place
to live and thrive.
I am bringing back the natural element of the Elders and the Wise to heal our families,
communities and the western society. Modern Elders are Wise Women who have discovered
their ‘3 levels of Wisdom’ – and by their own experience understand why The Circle of Life
needs support, and how that support is communicated through generations.
‘MotherTree Mentoring with Lis Larsen’ is a profound method created in work with clients in
extremely demanding situations. My passion is to find the deepest levels and elements in a
human being that control and motivate them – and to bring healing elements to the same deep
level.
Please choose which gift resonates with you.
#1. The ‘3+1 Toolkit for a Wise Woman’ (in pdf-format)… 3+1 multi-tasking tools for herself and
to support her loved ones, and to find a place of tranquility and peace in everyday
life. (Available in English in August 2014. Finnish version available June 4th, 2014).
#2. Introductory mentoring sessions, for the first 4 people who contact me, in AugustSeptember 2014
In connection,
Lis Larsen
You can find more about Lis, and find her free gifts, by heading over to her Page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1970/lis-larsen/

Elliott Robertson
As a newcomer to the ABD community, I am just beginning to notice the wealth of support the
community provides. I hope to give and receive in new expansive ways as I become more
engaged with this community.
I offer help to those who aspire to establish a daily spiritual discipline such as prayer or
meditation yet who struggle with this.
I also offer help to those who have a daily discipline but are finding it has gone stale.
I’m offering a complimentary soul coaching session to see if my soul coaching meets your
needs.
Please expect to receive some coaching during the introductory phone call. You may find your
needs have been met with this one session. Whether or not a series of sessions follows, you
will have my gratitude for giving me a chance to share my gift.
Elliott Robertson
You can find more about Elliott, and find his free gift, by heading over to his
Page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1785/elliott-robertson/

Mary Davis
“No man is an island, entire of itself, Every man is a piece of the continent…” John Donne.
Never before has this been more true than today. Gone are the days of being an island unto
thyself. Today global interconnectedness is how we change the world.
The problems of the world will never be solved by politicians or politics. It is the Divine Spark
within us that generates the ideas and enthusiasm to bring forth the solutions for today’s
pressing problems. “Interdependence” where we each offer our best in supporting each other
to move forward in making real the Divine Sparks within us.
Each on our own, we labor. Together the path is made smoother, we accomplish more and we
have more fun. The ABD is the hub, the connector that can bring us together. The ABD is a real
example of what happens when the Divine Spark is birthed into existence. ABD connects people
in interdependence creating a world wide web of live people helping people.
Together we make the difference the world is waiting for. The ABD stands in the gap and brings
like-minded souls together.
As a life coach my passion is to offer people the support they need to successfully birth their
Divine Spark into the world. Too many people are on the sidelines wondering if they should
even try to get into their game. I say, “Yes! I will partner with you as you run the gauntlet to
bring your ideas and dreams into fruition.”
To introduce people to life coaching, I offer a complimentary “Discover Coaching” session, so
you can experience first-hand just what it is like to have a coach in your corner.
Wishing you many blessings,
Mary Davis

You can find more about Mary, and find her free gift, by heading over to her
Page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1561/mary-a-davis/

Sharron Cuthbertson
I would describe being a part of the ABD as Freedom! Upon joining I was eagerly welcomed.
Any fear, anxiety or misconceptions were quickly discarded. This is a group of people who
genuinely care for others who are on the path to help others change the world.
I found a loving, open & accepting place to find guidance & help; a real safe place to share
thoughts & ideas about business, whether it be challenges or common interests.
There is no agenda, just a united passion in helping each other. And this is what makes being
part of such a community special; a following through in the shift in consciousness. We are all
here to support, to contribute and to be of service. Instead of falling into the old paradigm of
competition, isn’t it nice to know we have a place to be free to be ourselves, to offer what we
are meant to share, and to find help in any challenges we may have in doing so.
As an artist, I am often torn between creativity and business. Being part of such a community is
like a breath of fresh air.
I am very excited to offer a package of my own stock photos, free for your own use. I find
inspiration in the natural world that surrounds me and feel grateful to be able to share some of
my daily captions of this resonance.
I am also very excited to offer soul drawings to a few people. Because of the personal nature
and time involved, I am limiting this to 3 people.
Sharron
You can find more about Sharron, and find her free gift, by heading over to her
Page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1465/sharron-cuthbertson/

Pat Lucock
This offer to work together with other groups aligns perfectly with my understanding of what
the ABD is all about. Creating communities on-line who support and assist each other and allow
for an expanded vision of a world filled with health, happiness and opportunity.
I am a clinical hypnotherapist at Ainslie Hypnotherapy Centre, Canberra Australia. I feel that my
program is completely congruent with the vision and ideals of the ABD in creating a healthier
and more natural world, free of addiction, free of anxieties and free of undue influences.
I am happy to offer 5 complimentary spots in my up-coming Buttout Program. This is a 5 day/5
Module quit smoking with hypnosis and NLP program. It will be available beginning in July
2014.
Patricia Lucock

You can find more about Pat, and find her free gift, by heading over to her page
at: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/890/patricia-lucock/

Rose Diamond
We are standing at the cusp of a whole new era in which inspired collaboration and heartcentred sharing of resources is essential for our survival and evolution. Those of us at the
leading edge of change are learning how to work together in this new way.
That is why I am so inspired and happy to have found the ABD which is dedicated to making it
easy for us to share our gifts and co-prosper through the power of community.
The gift I am offering is a short e-book, Discovering the Gifts of Transition: Purpose, Passion
and Creative Empowerment, in which I share some of the wisdom I have gathered over a
lifetime of living my passion and following my authentic calling. It provides inspiration,
encouragement and support for your journey to authenticity, creative empowerment and a cocreative whole new world.

In addition, I would love to offer a free one hour mentoring session to three people who are
in transition and getting ready to take an evolutionary leap.

Rose Diamond

You can find more about Rose, and find her free gifts, by heading over to her Page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1775/rose-diamond/

Andrea Lee Fisher
Living in a small coastal town, I have come to love and treasure community. When someone
gets sick, all the women ban together and cook. As a musician, I share my fellow muso’s highs
and lows. When tackling political issues, we assemble and sing our message by the river.
As an adoptee, I grew up with a “hidden” past, and in adulthood my wounds became magnified.
Solitude was my friend and I became a “bedroom” singer/songwriter. The world did not know
me.
However, transformation occurred when I met my husband and began to perform with him.
With his encouragement, I stepped out onto the stage and shared my songs. I am now very
different and community support and musical collaboration has been a powerful catalyst in my
transformation.
At present, I am running a campaign to raise funds to record my first solo album. Am I afraid?
Yes. Do I feel vulnerable? Yes. However, underlying those feelings is a courage I have become
friends with. Through the collaboration my fundraiser requires, I am experiencing the power
and love from making friends with folk all over the world. I am learning and sharing and my
heart is opening. I am getting in touch with my universal community and how we can
collectively impact our beautiful World.
My aim, as part of the Authentic Business Directory, is to provide support, share my love
through my music and offer who I am to my planetary family - a(nother) ray of light to lift our
planet.
I encourage you to share your unique story with the world in your own creative way… for in the
end, we are all here to know and love each other…
My free gift to you is the song, 'Never Knew'.
You can find more about Andrea, her fundraising collaboration, and find her free song-gift, by
heading over to her Page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/businessdirectory/?listing=andrea-fisher

Tess Vergara
“By ourselves, we can make a difference; together, we can change the world…” I saw this post
from Ian Sumner at the ABD, and from that moment on, he’s won me over.
Working with Ian and Deb at ABD has opened up a whole new world of possibilities for me in
my quest to take active part as a catalyst in global awakening.
I am passionate about helping people move through their fears into growth and transformation
from separation to oneness, from scarcity to abundance and from fear to love.
I am offering a complimentary 45 minute coaching discovery session for the first 5 people who
contact me.
Tess Vergara
You can find more about Tess, and find her free gift, by heading over to her Page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1405/tess-vergara/

Margaret Soloway
The ABD has been a wonderful supportive place from which I can work. Truly a place to blossom
in such a supportive, non-judgemental community. I'm honored to be a member.
Working with the 9 energy systems, I assess & balance the energies in your body. I teach you
simple exercises, done for a short time, to maintain that balance until the bodies’ natural
rhythm is re-established.
Working with the body, I also hold the space & guide you to release energy blockages in your
system. These are often stuck emotions (energy in motion) which blocks the natural flow of joy
& success & causes dis-ease.
Once these energies are released, you have more energy, power & are free to make different
choices & create the life of your dreams… the life you truly deserve.
I would like to offer 1 free session to anyone interested in tapping the truly amazing natural
healing abilities & power of the body & spirit which is your birthright. I would be honored to
assist you in your journey to wholeness.
Margaret Soloway
You can find more about Margaret, and find her free gift, by heading over to her Listing
Page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/1583/margaret/

Paul Binks
My name is Paul Binks and as the co-founder, I would like to give you a warm welcome to the
ABD.
A world united, working together as a community, is the only way for us to evolve into what we
truly are... away from the "survival of the fittest" primitive state we all know too well.
When we start to share our resources and knowledge with every single being who call our
planet "home", rather than keep it for a select few who profit from others we begin to see our
true potential. We have more time to create rather than survive. The human race has the
potential to be so much more.
We live in a very difficult time, full of hardship created by Man. But starting small... we are
growing in numbers, we are saying ‘NO’ more to poverty, ‘NO’ to brutality; we are standing
firm, to improve the quality of life for each living creature on earth. There are more and more
movements that are being created in which we choose love, instead of fear. More of us are
collaborating together to fulfil our dreams, to make this world a better place, not just for each
of us but for our children, and our children’s children.
The ABD is one of those movements. We have no hierarchy. Our individual knowledge and
expertise is open and shared to everyone. Love and respect are given throughout. We are all
here to help nurture and grow our dreams, and to help others do the same… To launch the next
person out of their limiting beliefs and towards their dream. A Dream that once felt so far
away, now feels like it's possible... with the ABD anything is possible!
I'd like to offer you a complimentary copy of Ian's and my video - http://realwealth.cc/the-3truths/ It's kind of where it all began...developing tools to what we think are the fundamental
steps to growing your confidence, to start taking back your power… To put you back on the path
of your dream.
You can find more about Paul, and find his free gift, by heading over to his Listing Page:
http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/860/paul-binks-3/

Ian Sumner
To be honest, I have had enough of the old paradigm…
A paradigm where everyone is competing with one another at every turn.
A paradigm that was designed to quash the amazing unique skills, ‘gifts’ and potential that each one
of us carries.
Over the years, having our dreams and passions suppressed in such a way has led to a significant rise
in anger, in depression, and more recently, dissatisfaction with the entire system.
So, who ultimately benefits in the long run?
Almost no one!
The average person’s life has become a continual battle of survival on the one side, along with envy
of the financially wealthy on the other.
The financially wealthy live a constant life of fear, trying to guard and protect what they have, from
those who are desperate to have ‘something’.
There is an alternative!
It is time for everyone to count, for YOU to count, and for YOUR dreams to matter. This is the
thinking that led to creation of the ABD.
This does not mean we should all become entrepreneurs. We simply want to have our business run
by people who care… The type of employer we would all love to work for. We can then use our free
time to fully explore our passions, and feel supported in doing so.
I would like to offer two gifts:
For your ‘personal’ life: Learn about the Three Truths and how to ‘Take Back YOUR Power’ created
by myself and Paul Binks.
For your ‘work’ life: My newly completed book ‘Awaken YOUR Quality Culture’.
You can find more about Ian, and find his free gift, by heading over to his Listing
Page: http://authenticbusinessdirectory.com/business-directory/968/ian-sumner-2/

We hope you’ve enjoyed these examples of peoples’ dreams, and the work that flows from
them - next time... it could be you!!

So what now? How You Can Join in the Fun…
Claim your page in the directory…
Ask to join our Facebook group… and a Greeting Meeting… and the virtual pub...
And get involved in turning your dream into reality!!!

The Heart of
Your ABD
Community Your Listing Page

The Heart of Your ABD Community - Your Listing Page
Your listing page is the heart of your personal community in the ABD. It showcases
YOU!!! Whether you have a “business”… or just want to spread your joy, or meet with
other like-minded people… The personal listing page is how people connect with you,
and you can connect with others.

Part A – Claiming Your Listing Page – For EVERYONE –

It’s confession time – Maybe you’re like me, and get easily swamped, by technology and
online forms to fill out. Well, just in case there are a few more of us out there, who feel
like kindergarteners re technology, (and, if you’re ok with technology, this information
will still help you in the process)…
Here’s the skinny on how to fill out your ABD listing page. Claiming your page will give
you access to all the goodies in the ABD community… including meeting other likeminded souls, and having others to connect with, who either share your dream or want
to support you in developing it.
And it’s much easier than you may be thinking. There are really only two parts to it.

Step 1 – Creating Your Account
First, when you click on the “Create Your Listing” button, you’ll be taken to a page
where you register your account. It’s simple to fill out – just your user name, email
address, first and last name. Only takes about… hmmm, less than a minute.
Now you have an account (hooray!!)… But don’t stop there… you still don’t have your
listing page yet!

Step 2 – Creating Your Listing Page
There are only 3 essential components you need, to get your listing page up and
running:

1. Your name. If you own a business, this is still your personal name, not your
company’s name. The listing pages are set up for people, not companies. (There are
fields within your listing page where you will be able to put information about your
business).
2. A photo of you – The purpose here is to allow people to connect with you! Studies
have shown there’s a huge difference between people reading on, when there’s a
friendly face…. versus when there isn’t (even adding an icon or a piece of art doesn’t
have the same effect).
So a head shot, with a friendly, smiling face looking straight into the camera, is
wonderful here. And it’s also best without sunglasses (people want to connect most
deeply by looking into your eyes), or a hat (it creates shadows on your face).
3. Your vision, passion or business. This doesn’t need to be elaborate. Or eloquently
worded. It’s just something about your dream, or something you feel passionate about,
that others will want to connect with you about. And if you don’t know how to clarify
this yet, that’s ok too. Just say that – that you’re looking for help in discovering what
really matters to you.
This also does not need to be about a business. It can be a hobby, or an interest of
yours; something you want to learn more about; something that inspires you. Then
others who share that interest, or hobby will have an opportunity to connect with you
about it.
Answering these first three questions is sufficient to create your listing page.

And, also importantly, (given feedback we’ve received from others who hesitated to
claim their page)… this process is not about perfection. You don’t need to “have it all
together”, or be able to express it perfectly, or even to see all the pieces of your dream.
It’s just a beginning place. It’s your page, and you can come back to it to make
adjustments, add and/or subtract sentences, change things around… as often as you
like (some people have done over 20 revisions to date). It’s your page. And just like
you, it will continue to unfold over time, as you do.
It’s as simple as that. Within the next 5 minutes, you could be part of an awesome
community of like-minded souls, all of whom are committed to making the world a
better place to live, in a just and sustainable way… by supporting each other with
finding, growing and sharing our dreams… C’mon in, we’d love to have your energy here
too…

Part B – Creating Your Listing If You Have a “Business”, or Want to Share More –
Congratulations!! You’ve now got your listing page, and are a full-fledged member of
the ABD community. Welcome. We’re truly delighted to have you along for the
journey, and look forward to getting to know you!

Adding more details to your listing page
If you’d like, when claiming your page in the Directory, it’s helpful to add another short
paragraph, to help the reader connect more deeply with your focus and gifts, in the
“More About Me and How I Aim to Help and Inspire You” section…
But it’s not a necessary part of claiming your page… This step allows you to get
feedback, via the Star Rating System in the ABD, from others who interact with
you. This is important if you have a business, where you are wanting to offer products
and/or services.

And, in closing… we offer these wise words, to guide us all forward, into greater dreams
and mighty collaborations…

